DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. A ma.;or problem in the design of plasma experments using toroidal configurations, such as the toroidal Scyllac device, 1 is to construct coils such that equilibrium can exist. Much work has been done on this problem using a simple hydromagnetic model for low-~ systems with magnetic shear 0 • 3 (here ~ refers to the ratio of plasma particle pressure to the pressure, B 2 /8rr, of the confining magnetic field, B). 
with closed toroidal, constant-pressure surfaces, where p is the plasma pressure, j the electric current density, and B the magnetic_.i;ield as a function of position. Equation (1) determines the component of current density, j , perpendicular to the magnet-J.
ic field:
Let us consider a flux tube (a bundle of·neighboring field lines) whose nearly rectangular cross section is depicted in Fig. 1 .
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' 4! Let d£ be the differential of length along a field line, Then the area, dS, of the upper boundary in
Fig~· 1 corresponding to a thickness, d£, along the field liries is given by
The current flowing into the flux tube across this boundary is, according to Eq, (3), given by
Hence the total current, 5!, flowing into the flux tube is obtained by taki.n.e thP. U.ne integral of Eq, (4) along the total length of the (closed) field lines:
The current flowing out of the flux tube .has identical form except that the integral is evaluated along a field line at the bottom boundary of Fig,, 
where Bout and Bin are the field magnitudes just out~ side and inside of the interface.
The general hydrolllRgnet,i.c toroidal squilibrium problem consists of finding solutions of' Eqs. (7) and (8) with toroidal constant-pressure surfaces.
We restrict ourselves to the more tractable problem of constant plasma pressure except for a jump discontinuity across a mathematically thin boundary surface, so that Eq. (11) can be used. Since Meyer and Schmidt 4 have sho~ that such a "thin-skin" equilibrium exists, our purpose is to provide a guide for an explicit engineering design of such a configuration.
The major difficulty is that in a toroidal device the azimuthal field is inversely proportional to the radial distance from the toroidal major axis, so that the constant-~· dMB surfaces would be cyl- It is convenient to work in the coordinate system illustrated in Fig. 2 , whic.h is an orthogonal curvilinear system ha.ving a differential element of Ji~tance d£ given by .
----- To first order in aiR, the curvature term in Bz which must be overcome is proportional to a cosB/R and ·is independent of z: . The parameters a, a, y, y are constant ph~ses whose inclusion is demanded by generality but for which we ultimately shall make appropriate choices. In Sections II, III, and IV we assuine 'that there is ·no magnetic field inside the plasma surface, which represents the case of a perfectly diamagnetic, unit:y-.f3
plasma. In Section V we treat the more general case of arbitrary ll in which field .penetrates into the plasma. ~n the latter case, we still retain·the ;'thin-skin" approximation so that the plasma pressure is constant within a boundary surface, and plasma currents are surface currents flowing on t~e boundary. The internal field .is .then given by .an expression similar to Eqs. (17) It is convenient to introduce a dimensionless
For the configurations treated, we shall see that aois is the distortion amplitude of the surface of discontinuity generated by the ripple field component associated with i and s. The ordering of Eq.
(18) asserts that (20) A perturbation theory with a/R as expansion parameter is therefore by necessity also a perturbation theor.y i.n 5is' Fr.om the form of Eqs. (17), (18), and (13) Our task, then, is to determine the relations which must exist between the C(
is ' is ' higher-order fie:lu:;;, and the aspect Lal:lo such Lhat Eqs. (7) and (11) are satisfied. In Section II we illustrate the technique by calculating the shape of the boundary surface for an unperturbed straight plasma cylinder with all C~~) and D~~) equal to zero except for the term with i = 0 and ks = k. In this rase we. may, withr,>ut los& of generality, iiet th4i phases a , y , a , and y equal to zero. We consido 0 0 0 er the toroidal, unity-p problem ii"t 3e.::t.i.ou III, aud in Section IV we show that a solution, convergent with respect tu the stun uver i, can be found. A discussion of the more general toroidal equilibritun in which a magnetic field exists inside the plasma,.
so that~ is arbitrary, is presented in Section V.
Itl 3ectio" VI we estimate the lflagLt.i.Lud., uf Lit., cUL'• rents necessary to generate the field.
II. THE BUMPY, UNITY-BETA CYLINDER EQUILIBRIUM
We seek solutions of Eqs. (7) and (11) for a cylindrical plasma coltunn of unperturbed radius a, subject only to an i = 0 rippling field. The magnetic field external to the plasma is then given by Use of Eqs. (25) and (27) in Eq, (23) To show that this surface and field configuration satisfies Eq. (7), we evaluate § d~/B, using Eqs. (21), (23), (25), (21), and (29) 
-2ks cos(ksz -ktzo + Yts -ymt)
The various constant parameters which appear in Eq. An t 2 contribution can be introduced to cancel this term, thereby generating cos 3e and cos 4e variaq 0 tions which must be compensated in turn. Fortunately, as.shown in the next section, the series converges rapidly enough so. that orily a few terms should be needed for a reasonable given limit on the magnetic.pressure fluctuations.
To complete the proof of unity-~, hydromagnetic equiliprium, we n~ed to show that the construction which makes B 2 constant on the surface of discontinuity also causes ~ dt/B to be constant, i.e., .independent of e • That this is indeed the case follows from direct evaluation: 
which .occurs in both Eqs. (37) and (38),.becomes independent of e 0 • For simplicity we have set all the at phases equal to zero. In this section we show how to find such a· set for engineering design.
We assume that multipul~ fields of all orders t ar.e present, and that the dominant cancellation of the 4 cos e c/k 2 aR term will arise from the interference of t = 0 and t = 1 fields. Tu make 3:(0~) independent of 
o.
The ordering parameter, e:, is therefore equal to 2/k 2 aR5 2 , and the field line excurRion parameter, With c 1 = 1, it is easy to obtain the ci,s in sequence. Thus ca = '-1/4, c3 = 1/8~ c 4 = -5/64, · cs 7/12.8, etc. The coefficients decrease so rapidly that our series for the field converges rapidly even when e is' not infinitesimal compared to unity. For example, e as 'large as 3/4 still produces rapid convergence.
Since it is difficult, because of·energy considerations, to use coils which provide a large £ = 0 field, the question arises whether one might develop a similar formulation with the toroidal curvature term compensated mainly by an interference between£ =·1 and£= 2 fields. The straightforward series expansion does not converge in this case, even when Ba/~ is asstmted small. In fact, cine can· show that 5a ""' -· 5 4 ·,.,' 5s.
so that convergence is impossible. As we pointed out in the preceding section, this d·oes not necessarily mean that such a configuration does not exist; it.means that our expansion technique cannot be applied usefully.
V.
TOROIDAL EQUILIBRIUM FOR ARBITRARY BETA
In this section we generalize the analysis of Sections II at:td IV to the. case in which the magnetic field does not vanish inside the plasma, so that the beta, is arbitrary. We ,retain, howeyer, the. "thin-skin" asstmtption for the structure .of the interface between the plasma and the external field.
We seek an equilibritmt in which the plasma it~ !Jouru.led by a surface r(O,z) • a + 5a(8,z) + ••• 1 where we take oa to be zero when z is zero. Inside this surface the plasma pressure is constant, and the .internal magnetic field is given by ....
where we have explicitly retained a second-order correction, E~~ to the unmodulated part of the azimuthal field component. For the magnetic field outside of the plasma we write B (.::.)
We might have kept a superposition of fields with different wave ntmtbers and phases, but the discussion of Sections II and III shows that Eqs •. (47) and (48).are sufficiently general. It is convenient to define the plasma beta as
Bout (49) and to introduce the notation (5, 0) The pressure balance condition of. Eq. (11) across the perturbed surface becomes, to first order in the ripple amplitude oa,
By integrating the differential equations (34) for the field lines just inside and just outside of the plasma boundary, we can relate our fields to the shape of th~ boundary. We find that where
The pressure balance, Eq. (52),may therefore be rewritten in the form
Equations (54) and (55) furnish a complete specification of the first-order fields in terms of 5t:
These formulas constitute the generalizations of Eqs. (19) and ( 
~
To construct the equations which couple the various 5~s we must examine the pressure balance condition to second order. As before,· the equality involves two classes of terms, those independent of z and those which V~FY as sin 2kz. Clearly, the A i:a) and D ~2 ) coefficients can be chosen to compensate the sinusoi.clA 1 terms ·and, at the same time, keep the normal field component continuous across the boundary. Then the pressure balance condition reduces to
which is the generalization of Eq, (37) for the arbitrary-!! caoe.
The second-order correction field, E(:a), can be_ chosen to satisfy the 9-independent part of Eq. (57).
The 5~s can then be adjusted to cancel the case, cos29, ••• terms, For the equilibria of. interes_t, we. have ka < 1, and nothing is lost by retaining only the lowest-order terms in the small-argument expansion of the Bessel functions "'
This .set of equations reduces to Eq. (40) for p = L We may systematically solve this .sys.tem in ·precisely '£, •the same way that we solved Eq. (40), by introducing an ordering pararne.ter., .e;, cSuch .that 8£./'0 0 "" e and c;alculating to any desired order in e. Thus, to .third order we obtain the .solution 
CURRENT SOURCE STRENGTHS
Although experimental techniques should be used to determine the precise values of the externally applie d currents necessary to generate the rippling fields, it seems worthwhile to make analytical estimates not only to obtain general design information but also to check how rapid the series convergence discusse d in the last two sections really is.
In order to obtain a ripple component, ots' on the plasma boundary, we must impose an external field of the form
Let us assume that we accomplish this by means of surface currents on a shell of radius p >a. The field exte rna l to the shell due to this current sheet is of the form (63) The boundary conditions at r = P are that the normal cOmponent of the magnetic field must be continuous and that the jump in the tangential component be proporti6nal to the linear surface current density. Thus, . (68) We note that the current necessary to generate the field of Eq. More serious reservations are in order relative to the highly idealized nature of our model. in PR•-t1cular the thin-skin assumption which was dictated by the demands of mathe~tical tractability. Techniques for an analytic solution of the toroidal, high-beta, diffuse equilibrium problem are not known at present, especially if a realistic self-consistent treatment of the particle orbits ann rharge ocparation f.ields is to be provided.
A third, and crucial, reservation must be made concerning the stability of our equilibrium configuration. The self-adjustment of the'column to 'provide the ~orrect Dia) z-dependent fields, for example, is predicated upon the equilibrium's being sta- 
